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Truffles
With so many training protocols out there, it’s hard to separate 

the strength-builders from the time-wasters. And while it’s 

important to note that each program has its own specific benefit, 

and that no one approach is perfect for everyone, it's vital to stay 

consistent rather than "program hopping." If you’re searching for 

a new technique, one tried-and-true programming method is 

called block training or periodization. 
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Periodization 

divides the year

round condition 

program into 

phases of training 

which focus on 

different goals



Periodization, the 

planned distribution of

work during exercise, 

has been around for 

decades, but few

gym-goers actually 

utilize it. In a recent 

Journal of Strength 

and Conditioning 

Research study, two 

kinds of periodization 

were compared to see 

which would make the 

participants stronger 

and more powerful.  
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The first kind of periodization studied is called traditional 

periodization, and is sometimes called linear periodization. 

Traditional periodization is when the load of your lifts gradually 

increases over the course of a cycle, typically one that’s planned 

for a training year (usually referred to as a macrocycle). As the 

load increases, the volume decreases as a result.  

The traditional method was compared to block periodization. The 

basic idea of block periodization is that each macrocycle is 

divided up into three distinct mesocycles. A mesocycle is a chunk 

of the training year that focuses on a specific goal. Each 

mesocycle is lined up in a specific order so that the results of the 

first mesocycle feed into the next in a logical pattern. 

Hypertrophy is developed first, followed by a mesocycle of 

strength, and finally a third mesocycle of power.  



Overall, block periodization won the day. The athletes improved 
bench press performance significantly more in both strength and 
power when compared to the traditional periodization. There 
was, however, no difference between the two in leg strength or 
power. The researchers speculate that because the participants 
were well trained, the frequency of training was too low for the 
legs to see a difference. 



The technical definition as Issurin states, “The general approach 
to the compilation of Block Periodized training assumes the 
sequencing of three different-type mesocycle-blocks that form a
single training stage ending in some competition.” In practical 
terms, it's a system of focusing on general abilities further out 
from a meet and becoming more directed as the competition 
draws near. That being said, it's necessary to know how to 
classify movements as general, general specific, or specific. 

  

From here, a lifter can lay out the blocks based on movements 
that fit into each category and target the weaknesses of each 
lifter. Because of this, two lifters using a Block system may have 
training sessions that look completely different. The only 
absolute is that the programming fits within the guidelines of the 
three blocks: accumulation, transmutation and realization. 



“Block periodization is an idea I’ve generalized from 

European weightlifting research that I find effective for 

achieving objectives of all types,” he says. “The 

underlying idea of the system is to use concentrated 

workloads directed towards improving a minimal 

number of qualities which are split across different 

training cycles. I divide a unit of time, typically a 

calendar year, into subunits called mesocycles. During 

a given mesocycle, focus is directed toward the 

progression of a particular quality. By chaining together 

different mesocycles, block periodization facilitates 

long-term goal progression.”  

How it Works 



According to Bunsen, Block periodization was originally 
designed as a framework to help athletes and Olympians 
prepare for competition. His studies found the block 
periodization was made possible by  chaining together four 
types of mesocycles: 

Accumulation: Think of the accumulation block like building 
a foundation for a house. The intensity is reduced, but there 
are higher volumes of work. The work during this block will 
also have a greater amount of general and general specific. 
It will have less specific movements. In the sport of 
powerlifting, the purpose of a block like this would be to 
promote hypertrophy and increase work capacity. (The 
duration of this block can range from two to six weeks) 

 Transmutation: The basis of the transmutation block is to ta 
ke the general abilities and transfer them to specific abilities.  
During this phase, the intensity increases and the volume is r 
educed, but still is considered moderate. The movements in t 
his block start to include the specific/competition lifts, but als 
o has a large volume dedicated towards general specific lifts  
that build the competition movements. General exercises wo 
n't be prioritized, but may be included at a reduced volume. T 
he goal of this block is to develop the abilities that are specifi 
c for the competition lifts. Percentages used during this block 
 generally fall between the 75 - 90 percent range. (The durati 
on of this block is somewhere in the two to four week range.) 



Restoration: According to Dr. Bunsen, “This phase affords a 
planned recovery period to allow mental and physical 
recharging. Restoration phases often follow Transmutation 
cycles, but can be introduced at any time. Scheduled 
Restoration phases refresh focus, combat burnout, and 
prevent fatigue.” This defocus creates a lag window meant 
for assimilating short-term achievements made in 
Accumulation and Transmutation blocks into long-term 
progression. Restoration phases can provide time for 
contemplation, assessment of goal metrics, planning of 
future goals, and for devising future periodization blocks. 

Realization: The realization block is the final stage of 
training before a meet of event. The volume is low and the 
intensity is high. Because of this, it's often referred to as a 
taper. During this block, the training is directed to the 
competition lifts. The general specific lifts are phased out and 
if any general exercises are included, they're for the purpose 
of injury prevention or light flushing/pumping work. The 
percentages used are 90 percent or greater. Lifts should be 
performed to the standards that are needed in competition. 
There should be full recoveries between sessions. The 
frequency of training is also decreased during this block. The 
duration is shorter, and usually is around two weeks. This 
should be followed by a restoration/deload that can last one 
to two weeks depending on personal preference. 



How to Do it 
Yourself 



The most important

and fundamental

principle of block

periodization is the

concentration of the

training workloads.

The rationale which

mediates it, is the

long-established fact

that only highly-

concentrated training

workloads can

produce sufficient

stimuli for any

remarkable gains of

the appropriate motor

and/or technical

abilities in high-level

athletes (Issurin

2010).

PERFECTING THAT PLAYLIST



Main characteristics of the three types of blocks-mesocycles 



Like in classical periodization, the planning of the 

annual cycle starts with the determination of the 

most important competitions. According to the level 

of the athlete it means world championships, 

Olympics, National championships, national junior 

championships etc.  



The next step is the dividing of 

the annual cycle into training 

stages, where each one contains 

a consecutive combination of 

extensive work on basic abilities, 

more intensive work on sport- 

specific abilities and the 

reduction that is accomplished by 

testing or competition. The 

rationale of selecting training 

stages is based on residual 

training effects,  that allows 

competitive performance at a 

high level of all motor and 

technical abilities. 



From the general point of view these training stages 
look like miniature annual cycles by including a block 
resembling the preparatory period, a block resembling 
the competitive period and ends with tapering. Based 
on above mentioned considerations, the annual cycle 
design can be presented as the sequence of the 
training blocks, where similar aims can be presented as 
the sequence of more or less autonomous stages, 
where similar aims can be obtained by means of a 
partially renewed and qualitatively improved training 
program. 

It should be very important to end the realization phase 
 with some kind of competition to have information abo 
ut the effect of the training cycle and to monitor the perf 
ormance. In case the competition is not possible, it sho 
uld be substituted with a testing battery, specific for the  
aims of the training cycle. For example, if the training c 
ycle was targeted to development of maximal power, th 
e testing battery should include maximal power testing.  
  



BLOCK PERIODIZATION TABLE

BLOCK PERIODIZATION VARIABLES 

(WEIGHT TRAINING SCHEDULE)

Blocks are performed in a sequential fashion to make up a stage



Each variable of Block Periodization training has it's own residual 
training effect duration.  

The residual training effect duration determines the timing, intensity, 
frequency, and duration of that specific type of training in the block 
periodization schedule.



Duration of blocks and 

training stages determined by 

length of the training 

residuals and competition 

schedule 

◦ Close to two months 

▪ Can be shorter (eg: near to 

peak season) 

▪ Can be longer (eg: at the 

season's beginning or due to 

specific needs) 

• End of Realization phase 

◦ Must be within residual 

time parameters of abilities 

trained within preceding 

Accumulation and 

Transmutation blocks. 

▪ Residual Training Effect 

within Target Peak Date 

◦ Competitions or testing can

be performed 

• Stages can continue 

indefinitely continued (...D, E, 

F...) 
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BLOCK PERIODIZATION SUMMARY
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